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Abstract

Despite international efforts to liberalize Arab states’ trade policies, the Arab world re-
mains one of the most protected regions in the global economy. This article examines how
Arab regimes resist pressures to liberalize their markets. Employing a comparative histori-
cal analysis of Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria and Tunisia, it argues that ethnic relations
among elites shape patterns of trade policy reform in the region. Ethnic ties between public
and private sector elites help liberalizing rulers coopt elite opponents of reform by credibly
promising favoritist benefits for liberalizing policies. When and where public and private sec-
tor elites belong to different ethnic groups, however, elites lack coethnic trust and sanctioning
mechanisms that cross public and private sector lines to ensure that favoritist benefits will
replace protectionist policies. Favoritist promises for liberalizing policies are less credible in
these environments, prompting greater elite resistance to trade policy reform.
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Introduction

Just months after the start of the Arab Spring, heads of G-8 states gathered in Deauville, France

and pledged $ 40 Billion in developmental assistance to advance political and economic reforms in

the Arab world. Trade liberalization was a pillar of this initiative.1 Policymakers, academics2 and

journalists3 urged greater trade policy reform to revive the Arab world’s protest-stricken economies.

International efforts to liberalize Arab states’ trade policies are not new. The Oslo accords

sparked a series of trade agreements that policymakers hoped would bring greater peace to the

region.4 September 11th prompted another wave of US-led trade liberalizing initiatives, like the

Middle East Free Trade Zone.5 Bush administration officials believed that free trade would promote

growth and weaken extremism.6 Most recently, the Trump Administration’s Middle East peace

plan calls for lower tariffs and greater regional trade integration to unleash Palestine’s economic

potential.7

Despite these international efforts, the Arab world remains one of the most protected regions in

the global economy. Among low and middle-income countries, the Middle East and North Africa

(MENA)’s regional average weighted tariff rate was two-thirds higher than the global average in

2010 (See Table 3 in the Appendix). Arab states are also absent in the World Trade Organization

(WTO). While almost all developing countries are WTO members, six of the twenty-two states

that are currently negotiating for WTO accession are in the Middle East. Even among Arab

states that have committed to liberalizing their economies, trade policy reform has been “uneven,

hesitant and incomplete."8 This hesitancy is surprising considering the substanital developmental

and military aid that accompanies trade policy reform in the region.9 Why are the region’s rulers

reluctant liberalizers?

Major theories in the International Political Economy (IPE) literature struggle to explain the

1The National Archives 2012.

2Malik and Awadallah 2013.

3The Economist 2012.

4Al Khouri 2008, p.1.

5Looney 2005, p.105.

6Zoellick 2001.

7The White House 2019, p.5.

8Yousef 2004, p.99.

9Al Khouri 2008.
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Arab world’s resistance to trade policy reform. Among low and middle-income countries, Arab

states have on average smaller domestic markets, higher rates of public sector employment as a

share of the labor force,10 and higher levels of developmental assistance as a percentage GDP11

(See Table 1 in the Appendix). Smaller domestic markets,12 larger public sectors,13 and greater

access to foreign aid14 are often expected to facilitate the removal of protectionist policies. Yet

reform lags in the Arab world despite these structural enablers of trade liberalization.

Scholars of the Arab world blame coalition politics for the region’s high trade barriers.15 In-

terventionist policies, like tariffs, weld coalitions by rewarding allies with rents.16 Trade policy

reform dissolves this patronage and risks empowering a less-rent dependent, and thus potentially

politically threatening, private sector.17 Others argue that where the region’s rulers have liberal-

ized trade policies, they compensate private sector allies with favoritist benefits.18 These include

the preferential enforcement of taxes and regulations, uncompetitive procurement, insider access

and information and other forms of cronyism19 (See Table 4 in the Appendix).

These arguments cannot explain the vast variation in trade policy reform in the region. At one

extreme, Morocco’s trade regime has liberalized extensively over the last two decades. Weighted

average tariff rates in Morocco fell twenty percentage points from 2000 to 2016. Morocco par-

ticipated in more preferential trade agreements (PTAs) than any other WTO member in 2015.20

Trade policy reform in Lebanon has been much more constrained. Though a founding member

of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), Lebanon has been lobbying for WTO

accession since 1999. Jordan occupies a middle-ground. After joining the WTO and signing a

flurry of PTAs in the early 2000s, Jordan has struggled to enter trade agreements over the last

10Hertog 2019, p.45.

11Malik and Awadallah 2013.

12Katzenstein 1985; Rodrik 1995.

13Nooruddin and Rudra 2014.

14Bearce 2013; Collier 1997.

15Bellin 2004; C. M. Henry and Springborg 2010.

16Schamis 1999.

17Malik and Awadallah 2013; Haddad 2011.

18Owen 2001; Schlumberger 2008.

19Loewe, Blume, and Speer 2008.

20World Trade Organization 2016a.
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decade, rescinding its Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with Turkey in 2018.21 Some of the region’s

rulers have been more successful at managing coalitions politics while dismantling protectionist

policies than others. Why?

This article examines the political economy of trade policy reform in the Arab world. While

many factors structure Arab states’ trade policies, I argue that ethnic politics22 shape how the

region’s liberalizing rulers coopt elite opponents to trade policy reform. When and where public

and private sector elites belong to the same politically relevant ethnic group, their shared ethnic ties

facilitate the removal of protectionist policies by ensuring that favoritist benefits will compensate

elites disadvantaged by liberalizing policies. When and where public and private sector elites

belong to different ethnic groups, however, elites lack coethnic trust and sanctioning mechanisms

that cross public and private sector lines to ensure that favoritist benefits will replace protectionist

policies. Favoritist promises for trade policy concessions are less credible in these environments.

Liberalizing rulers succumb to greater elite resistance to trade policy reform when public and

private sector elites are predominantly non-coethnics.

A comparative historical analysis (CHA) of trade policy reform in Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco,

Syria and Tunisia bolsters this argument. Pairing trade policy data with accounts from policy-

makers, economists and academics, I demonstrate that Arab states with public and private sector

elites from different politically relevant ethnic groups experience less trade policy reform.

This article proceeds as follows. The next section outlines this article’s argument. It introduces

a new typology of ruling coalitions based on whether private and public sector elites belong to the

same (Bounded Coalitions) or different (Segmented Coalitions) politically relevant ethnic groups.

I then compare levels of trade policy between Segmented and Bounded Coalitions in states with

authoritarian parties (pre-Arab Spring Syria and Tunisia), monarchies (contemporary Jordan and

Morocco), and in pre and post-civil war Lebanon. Segmented Coalitions undertake less trade policy

reform in each comparison. I conclude by discussing this argument’s theoretical contributions to

the Ethnic Politics (EP) and International Political Economy (IPE) literatures, and propose future

avenues of research.

21Ghazal 2018.

22Ethnicity refers to nominal members of a group defined by inherited categories such as race, language, caste,

tribe or religion (Chandra 2006). Though the Ethnic Power Relations (EPR) dataset classifies all of the ethnic

groups in this analysis as politically salient (Vogt et al. 2015), the salience of ethnic politics is context dependent

(Posner 2005).
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Ethnic Politics, Segmented Coalitions and Resistance to Trade

Liberalization

Close but constructive ties between public and private sector elites are crucial to the successful

implementation of economic reform.23 Diverging economic preferences among private and public

sector elites, however, can strain coalitions in times of reform. Rulers’ efforts to reconcile their

allies’ competing economic policy preferences engender contradictory, partial and ultimately less

successful market transitions.24

Ethnic ties between private and public sector elites may help liberalizing rulers coopt elite

opponents to trade policy reform by rendering promises of favoritist benefits for trade policy con-

cessions more credible. Coethnic cooperation is an axiom of the Ethnic Politics (EP) literature.

Shared networks, group norms and sanctioning mechanisms enable cooperation among coethnics.25

Public and private sector elites opposed to trade reform can rely on these trust and sanctioning

mechanisms to hold their leaders accountable for these favoritist benefits after removing protec-

tionist policies. These dynamics render rulers’ favoritist promises more believable, weakening elite

resistance to trade policy reform. The next paragraphs unpack this argument.

The Arab world’s liberalizing rulers confront two challenges. First, whether due to external

pressures or internal beliefs, they strive to dismantle their countries’ protectionist policies. Second,

they must maintain their elite coalition. Rulers depend on elites’ political and economic support.

Solving the two challenges of trade policy reform and coalition maintenance necessitates coopting

elite opponents to trade liberalization.

There are two types of elite opponents to trade liberalization. The first are “Protectionist” elites.

These are private sector elites whose profits depend on protectionist policies such as tariffs, import-

quotas or subsidies. Protectionist elites are often a major source of local capital for investment-

starved Arab regimes. Their protection prior to reforms confirms their political influence. The

second type of opponent resides in the public sector. “Interventionist” elites are public sector elites

who oppose liberalizing reforms for ideological26 or rent-seeking reasons. Trade policy reform hinges

on liberalizing rulers’ ability to incorporate protectionist and interventionist elites into free-trade

coalitions.

Favoritist benefits can help liberalizing rulers coopt protectionist and interventionist elites.

23Schamis 1999; Nelson and Waterbury 1989.

24Pepinsky 2009.

25Habyarimana et al. 2007; Miguel and Gugerty 2005; Whitt and Wilson 2007.

26Darden 2009.
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Favoritism is a form of protectionism. The preferential enforcement of state policies can help

insulate favored firms from local and international competition.27 Liberalizing rulers also benefit

from favoritism. It is a less costly form of cooptation than protectionist policies because as an

informal benefit, favoritism is less visible to international donors and allies. Favoritist benefits

are less likely to provoke backlash. To be clear, favoritist benefits and protectionist policies are

not exclusive. Favoritism exists in economies with high trade barriers. The exchange of favoritist

benefits for liberalizing policies, however, requires that elite opponents believe that they will be

still be favored after trade policy reform. If they do not, protectionists and interventionists will

mobilize to defend the protectionist status quo.

Ethnic ties between public and private sector elites may render rulers’ favoritist promises more

credible. Protectionists may trust that coethnic public sector elites will still favor them with

illicit privileges, like fiscal and regulatory forbearance or uncompetitive procurement, under the

new trade regime. Interventionists can leverage coethnic sanctioning mechanisms to ensure that

coethnic private sector elites will share the profits of trade reform. Lacking these coethnic trust

and sanctioning mechanisms, however, interventionist and protectionist elites are more likely to

mobilize in favor of the protectionist status quo when they belong to different ethnic groups.

Scholars have observed these dynamics in other realms of economic reform, and in other regions.

Mazaheri (2016, p.130) argues that familial ties between Saudi’s royal family and the Kingdom’s

business elites facilitated regulatory reforms by guaranteeing that business elites’ “rents and in-

terests will be protected” following reforms. Handley (2008) maintains that ethnic ties between

state and economic elites in Sub-Saharan Africa enable “neo-patrimonial” rewards like government

contracts that weaken private sector elites’ capacity to collectively mobilize against economic re-

form. Similarly, in his study of race and taxation in Brazil and South Africa, Lieberman (2003,

p.16) argues that when elites share a common, politically relevant identity, like race, it is easier

“to provide bargains and credible commitments" to convince elites that they and their group will

benefit from fiscal compliance.

Accordingly, I hypothesize:

1. There is less trade policy reform when public and private sector elites belong different polit-

ically relevant ethnic groups than when they belong to the same ethnic group.

27Loewe, Blume, and Speer 2008.
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Research Design: A Comparative Historical Analysis of Ethnic Politics

and Trade Policy Reform in the Arab World

I test this hypothesis with a comparative historical analysis (CHA) of trade policy reform in five

Arab states. By employing a “systematic and contextualized comparisons of similar and contrasting

cases", CHA is best suited to assess causal processes on a small number cases over time.28 I compare

levels of trade policy reform between states with similar economic and political characteristics, but

varying ethnic relations among private and public sector elites. I then pair secondary and primary

sources to assess whether favoritist benefits, as well as coethnic trust and sanctioning mechanisms,

facilitate an exchange of favoritist benefits for liberalizing policies in states with coethnic private

and public sector elites.

The case selection anchoring this CHA requires a clear conceptualization of the hypothesis’

independent variable. I define Segmented Coalitions as multi-ethnic coalitions where private and

public sector elites belong to different politically relevant ethnic groups. One ethnic group domi-

nates the public sector and another the private sector. Segmented Coalitions rule states with an

ethnic division of labor between the private and public sector. These are generally ethnocracies.29

Regimes privilege public sector patronage - public sector and military employment, ministerial

appointments - to one ethnic group. They coopt elites from other groups with private sector

patronage such as procurement, subsidies, favorable corporate tax structures and protectionist

policies. Elites and their families seldom cross the public – private sector divide in these states.

Norms and institutional barriers impede the revolving door between the public and private sector.

In contrast, Bounded Coalitions contain private and public sector elites who belong to the same

ethnic group. One ethnic group monopolizes public sector and private sector patronage. Class and

ethnicity overlap in these environments.30 Elites and their families are also much more likely to

work in the private and public sector, often concurrently. Public and private sector boundaries are

much more fluid in Bounded Coalitions.

Segmented and Bounded Coalitions represent two extremes. Numerous ethnic groups populate

the upper strata of the public and private sector in many states. However, unlike in states with

Bounded Coalitions, no single ethnic group monopolizes both sectors in these cases. This theory

predicts less trade policy reform as coalitions become less bounded.

Trade policy reform is the outcome of interest. This is a change in a country’s trade regime

towards less protectionist policies. A cut in tariff rates, the removal of non-tariff barriers or indus-

28Mahoney and Rueschemeyer 2003, p.13.

29Howard 2012.

30Horowitz 1985.
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try subsidies exemplify trade policy reform. This analysis is particularly focused on trade policy

towards manufacturing industries, the disproportionate beneficiaries of the region’s protection-

ist policies in the 1960s and 1970s. Accession to multilateral trade organizations like the WTO,

regional trade organizations or preferential trade agreements (PTAs) also indicate trade policy

reform. However, signing an international trade agreement is different than implementing one.

Geopolitical considerations may dilute the tariff concessions of PTAs among allies, or obstruct

states’ accession into regional and international trade organizations. Less visible, non-tariff bar-

riers to trade might also replace tariff cuts. Some protectionist policies (tariffs, PTAs) are more

quantifiable than others (technical barriers to trade). I therefore combine quantifiable measures of

trade policy reform with qualitative assessments from academics, policymakers and economists.

Segmented Coalitions undertake less trade policy reform. I first test this hypothesis by analyzing

trade policy reform in four labor-abundant, resource poor (LARP) Arab states: Jordan, Morocco,

Syria and Tunisia. All of these states adopted Import-Substitution Industrialization (ISI) polices

in the 1960s and 1970s. Low oil prices, mounting debts and a shortage of foreign currency reserves

brought economic crisis to each state in the 1980s.31 A new generation of rulers emerged after these

crises promising to liberalize their countries’ protectionist policies. I compare trade policy reform

among Segmented and Bounded coalitions in Arab states with authoritarian populist parties (pre-

Arab Spring Syria, Tunisia) and monarchies (contemporary Jordan, Morocco). I then test this

hypothesis with a within-case analysis in Lebanon. I examine how the changing ethnic make-up of

Lebanon’s public and private sector elites before and after the 1973 Lebanese civil war correlated

with levels of trade policy reform.

Table 1 summarizes this analysis’ cases, variables and outcomes.32 The breadth of this five

country comparative analysis controls for alternative explanations that privilege geography, inter-

national alliances and the size of domestic markets. Furthermore, the historical and geopolitical

forces that forged Segmented Coalitions in some cases and not others following state formation

and conflict preceded and are independent of the prevailing economic orthodoxies that pushed for

trade policy reform in 1990s and 2000s. The temporal and geographic components of this CHA

strengthen the claim that ethnic relations among elites can influence levels of trade policy reform.

31J. R. Harrigan and El-Said 2010; Perthes 1997.

32Secondary sources and World Bank data used to categorize Large Service Economies. Market Size determined

by countries’ population.
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Table 1: Segmented Coalitions and Trade Policy Reform in the Arab Word: Cases and Variables
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Comparative Case Study I: Tunisia and Syria

Tunisia’s Destourian Socialist Party (DSP) and Syria’s Ba’ath Party share populist origins. The

Ba’ath party rose to power in a 1963 military coup backed by the landless peasantry and urban

intelligentsia.33 Tunisia’s Neo-Destour Party, later named the Destourian Socialist Party (DSP),

ruled Tunisia immediately following independence in 1956 with support from urban workers and the

rural petit bourgeoisie.34 Though these socialist parties’ attitudes and policies towards the private

sector varied – DSP leader and Tunisian founding father Habib Bourguiba was far more accommo-

dating towards the private sector than his Ba’athist contemporaries35 - both parties implemented

interventionist policies that frightened private sector elites. Massive capital flight followed the DSP

and Ba’ath parites’ political ascendancy.36 Almost half of Tunisia’s non-Muslim population37 –

consisting of economically dominant Europeans and Tunisia’s Jewish community38 - left during

the first years of DSP rule. Unlike in Tunisia, Syria’s Ba’ath party radically transformed their

state’s property regime. It enforced large-scale land reform and nationalized major industries.39

These measures weakened Syria’s private sector.40 The DSP and Ba’ath Party excluded private

sector elites from policymaking in their first years of rule.41

The political marginalization of private sector elites was unsustainable. Pragmatists within

both populist parties realized that they needed private sector elites to invest in their capital-scarce

economies. Hafez Al Assad’s 1971 coup and “Corrective Movement” in Syria embodies this rap-

prochement. Much like Bourguiba, Assad sought constructive but politically subservient relations

with private sector elites. He improved relations by modifying the constitution to guarantee pri-

vate property rights and limit expropriation.42 He sought greater input from Syrian businessmen

33Perthes 1997; R. A. Hinnebusch 1997; Waldner 1999.

34Anderson 1986; Alexander 2010; Cammett 2007.

35Bellin 1991, p.48.

36p.70 Alexander 2010; Waldner 1999, p.87.

37Anderson 1986, p.235.

38Cammett 2007, p.66.

39Waldner 1999, p.12.

40Perthes 1997.

41p.234 Anderson 1986; Waldner 1999, p.88.

42Perthes 1997, p.51.
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in economic policymaking.43 Most importantly, he coopted private sector elites by helping them

profit from Syria’s protectionist trade regime. Preferential access to government contracts, as well

as import and export licenses, birthed and enriched a loyalist segment of Syria’s elite business

class.44

In Tunisia, Bourguiba realized that the economy could not industrialize without help from

the private sector.45 He worked with private sector elites to craft interventionist policies – like

tariffs and tax exemptions – to grow the country’s nascent industries.46 Many of the elites who

profited from these measures came from provincial landowning families, the elite class the NDP

initially strove to usurp.47 As in Syria, these private sector elites would enjoy preferential access

to government officials.4849

Economic crisis following unexpectedly low oil prices in the late 1980s pushed both regimes to

abandon their interventionist policies and embrace similar models of Neoliberal reform. Though

only Tunisia committed to an IMF Structural Adjustment Program (SAP),50 the Syrian regime’s

proposed economic changes were “very much in line with the SAPs” of other countries.51

A new generation of liberalizing rulers spearheaded these efforts. Zine El Abidin Ben Ali

led these reforms in Tunisia. A former Minister of Interior with a military background, Ben Ali

ascended to power in a bloodless coup against Bourguiba in 1987. Amid Tunisia’s economic malaise,

Ben Ali pledged to dismantle his country’s protectionist policies.52 In Syria, Bashar Al Assad’s

ascension after his father’s death in 2000 also prompted regime promises of economic opening.53

43R. A. Hinnebusch 1997, p.259.

44Waldner 1999, p.123.

45Cammett 2007; Bellin 1991, p.66.

46Alexander 2010, p.71, 73.

47Anderson 1986, p.240.

48Anderson 1986, p.240.

49Scholars question the extent to which the cooperative state-business relations under Bourguiba’s rule were

parasitatic (p.53 Bellin 1991; Cammett 2007, p.78).

50J. R. Harrigan and El-Said 2010.

51Perthes 1997, p.53.

52Alexander 2010, p.80.

53Zisser 2003.
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Syria and Tunisia’s populist and labor-backed54 authoritarian parties had already incorporated

private sector elites into their ruling coalitions when economic crisis struck in the 1980s. Cross-

class coalitions are expected to have protected trade regimes.55 Yet despite the similar cross-class

makeup of Syria and Tunisia’s ruling coalitions, Tunisia experienced far more extensive trade policy

reform than Syria in the decade before the Arab Spring.

Tunisia was the first North African country to sign an association agreement with the European

Union (EU), laying the groundwork for an ensuing Free Trade Agreement.56 Tunisia joined the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1990 and subsequently the WTO in 1995.

Syria has tried to join the WTO since 2001.57 Tunisia signed seven trade agreements58 involving

sixty countries.59 Syria belongs to three.

The differences in Tunisia and Syria’s trade policy reform are less visible in tariff rates. Ac-

cording to the World Bank, weighted average tariffs rates on manufactured goods in Tunisia fell

ten percentage points from 2002 to 2010,60 a one percentage point greater decline than in Syria

during that period. In terms of tariff levels, however, weighted average manufacturing rates in

Syria were seven percentage points lower than in Tunisia.

A simple comparison of tariff rates ignores Syria’s steep non-tariff barriers. A 2008 World

Bank study estimates that non-tariff barriers accounted for two-thirds of the differences in prices

between domestic and imported goods in Syria, making imported goods 17 percent more expensive

on average.61 Quantitative import restrictions drive these price distortions. In contrast, Ben Ali

dismantled quantitative restrictions for 85 percent of imports in the first five years of his rule.62

Syria and Tunisia’s 2010 International Monetary Fund (IMF) country reports best highlight

the vast differences in trade policy reform between these two authoritarian regimes on the eve

of the Arab Spring. Tunisia is lauded. The report highlights that despite the global economic

crisis, the Tunisian government “still considers trade liberalization and openness the key policy

54p.32 Perthes 2004; Alexander 2010, p.69.

55Waldner 1999, p.48.

56Alexander 2010, p.83.

57Lynn 2010.

58World Trade Organization 2018b.

59World Trade Organization 2016b, p.60.

60World Bank 2018.

61Chemingui and Dessus 2008, p.921.

62Alexander 2010, p.82.
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drivers to achieve sustained growth.63” It praises the government for diversifying its export market

by seeking trade agreements with non-EU countries.64 The report concludes by encouraging the

Tunisian government to continue implementing reforms with “the same steadfastness and pragma-

tism demonstrated in the recent past.65”

Syria’s 2010 IMF Country report is more somber. It welcomes Syria’s progress towards tran-

sitioning to a market economy, but also recommends further reforms66 and reducing the number

of goods subject to administrative pricing.67 The IMF report urges the Syrian government to

address allegations of unfair and discriminatory trade practices.68 It concludes that Syria’s “re-

maining structural reform agenda is substantial.69” Why did Ben Ali regime’s succeed and Al

Assad’s fail at dismantling protectionist policies?

Ethnic politics can help explain these diverging levels of trade policy reform. While ethnic

boundaries segment Syria’s state and private sector elites, they bind state and private sector elites

in Tunisia. This difference in coalition type originates from the social and economic conditions that

structured the Ba’ath and DSP’s early years of rule. The 1963 Ba’ath revolution empowered a rural,

historically landless Alawite minority and expelled economically dominant, urban Sunni families

from power.70 The concentration of economic and political power among Sunnis in pre-Ba’ath Syria

and ensuing ethnicization of class relations stem from Ottoman Rule and the French Mandate.

Imperial domination reinforced communal divisions between Syria’s urban and land-owning Sunni

populations and its landless, rural, religious minorities. Sunni Ottoman rule condoned the forced

conversion of Alawis to Sunni orthodoxy, as well as the appropriation of hundreds of Alawite villages

to Sunni and Christian landlords.71 The French Mandate stoked these communal antagonisms

through divide and rule tactics.72 The French also offered Alawites unprecedented avenues for

63International Monetary Fund 2010b, p.16.

64International Monetary Fund 2010b, p.16.

65International Monetary Fund 2010b, p.18.

66International Monetary Fund 2010a, p.3.

67International Monetary Fund 2010a, p.16.

68International Monetary Fund 2010a, p.16.

69International Monetary Fund 2010a, p.16.

70Haddad 2011; Waldner 1999, p.75.

71R. Hinnebusch 1990, p.63.

72R. Hinnebusch 1990, p.63.
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social advancement through military service.73

Syria’s growing class disparities following independence bred ethnic antagonisms. It also made

socialist parties, like the Ba’ath party, popular among rural and Alawi communities.74 When the

Ba’ath party came to power through a military coup in 1963, its military supporters disproportion-

ately represented Syria’s rural religious minorities. The consolidation of Alawi Hafez Al Assad’s

dictatorship following his internal coup of the Ba’athist leadership entrenched the Alawi minority’s

domination of the civil and security services,75 relegating Sunni elites to the private sector.76

In contrast, Tunisia’s NDP had to virtually create a class of business elites from the public

sector in response to the dearth of local capital at independence.77 Many prominent Tunisian

industrialists in the 1970s came from rural areas with no experience in industry.78 They often

began their careers as civil servants or employees at State Owned Enterprises (SOE) before entering

industry.79 Indeed, a furlough initiative in 1970s allowed Tunisian civil servants a two-year leave of

absence to “try their hand in the private sector.80" This new class of state-connected industrialists

ultimately eclipsed Tunisia’s pre-independence elite merchant and industrial families. Thus while

Tunisia’s private sector elites shared provincial and professional connections with their public sector

counterparts, ethnicity distinguished Syria’s private and public sector elites.

Though some question the salience of ethnic politics in Syria’s political-economy,81 many main-

tain that Syria’s “mutual reinforcement of state/private and Alawi/Sunni cleavages” obstructed lib-

eralizing reforms.82 This is because “long-standing and deep-rooted adversarial relations” between

Syria’s Sunni and Alawi communities turned economic reform into “zero-sum terms: advances on

one side is automatically considered to be losses on the other sides; increases in private capital

73R. Hinnebusch 1990, p.63.

74Haddad 2011, p.55.

75Waldner 1999, p.12.

76Haddad 2011.

77Cammett 2007, p.70.

78Anderson 1986, p.240.

79Cammett 2007, p.70.

80Bellin 1991, p.51.

81Perthes 2004, p.6.

82R. A. Hinnebusch 1997, p.250.
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diminish state power, and vice versa.83”

Tunisia’s public and private sector elites did not conceive nor spar over economic reform in zero-

sum terms. While ethnic cleavages “constricted the process of rapprochement" between public and

private sector elites in Syria,84 the Ben Ali family’s infiltration into the private sector transformed

economic reform into a profitable family affair. The Ben Ali family’s domination of the Tunisian

economy grew significantly in the decade preceding the Arab Spring.85 One US ambassador es-

timated that at least half of Tunisia’s economic elites were related to or connected to Ben Ali.86

This blurring of Tunisia’s private and public sector divide facilitated the dismantling of protec-

tionist policies by preserving profits through favoritist benefits. The discretionary enforcement of

“quality-control checks, demands for certificates of origins” helped insulate politically favored firms

in liberalizing sectors from international competition..87 Accordingly, Ben Ali connected firms were

more likely to operate in highly regulated sectors.88

Tunisian private sector elites connected to the ruling family profited immensely under trade

policy reform. Firms linked to the Ben Ali family hoarded a fifth of all net private sector profits

from 1993 to 2010.89 The World Bank estimates that the extended Ben Ali family’s confiscated

assets represented more than a quarter of the country’s Growth Domestic Product.90 For all its

platitudes of Tunisian trade policy, Tunisia’s 2010 IMF report made no reference of the quality of

governance implementing trade policy.91 It was only after the fall of the Ben Ali regime that the

region’s exemplar of economic reform became an exemplar of cronyism.

Favoritist benefits - like the preferential enforcement of permits, regulations and taxes - were not

foreign to Syria’s political economy.92 Nor were these benefits confined exclusively within ethnic

groups. Scholars describe lucrative ventures between Alawi military officers and Sunni business

83Haddad 2011, p.41.

84Haddad 2011, p.44.

85Cammett 2007, p.78.

86W. Hudson 2006.

87Cammett 2007, p.120.

88Rijkers, Freund, and Nucifora 2014.

89Rijkers, Freund, and Nucifora 2014, p.3.

90Rijkers, Freund, and Nucifora 2014, p.5.

91International Monetary Fund 2010b.

92R. A. Hinnebusch 1997; Haddad 2011.
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tycoons.93

The main difference between Syria and Tunisia’s political economy of reform lies in the pub-

lic sector elites’ willingness to provide, and private sector elites’ willingness to accept, favoritist

benefits for liberalizing policies. Unlike in Tunisia, the Alawi dominant bureaucracy and security

services were deeply suspicious of trade liberalization.94 Haddad (2011) argues that the Syria’s

interventionist elites feared that liberalizing reforms would disproportionately benefit the Sunni

dominant private sector. There is also evidence that Syria’s private sector elites were divided over

whether to “sell out” and accept the regime’s favoritist overtures.95 Ethnic antagonisms rooted from

historical experience may explain a reluctance to engage in a cross-ethnic exchange of favoritist

benefits for liberalizing policies in Syria.

This reluctance was less visible in Ben Ali’s Tunisia. Granted, family had greater relevance to

Tunisia’s political economy than ethnicity. Family ties are different than ethnic ones. Syria’s public

and private sector elites have little agency over the politically relevant sect they were born into.

In Tunisia, by contrast, many industrialists married into Ben Ali’s extended family.96 Neverthe-

less, like ethnic ties, family ties can enable access, encourage trust and offer informal sanctioning

mechanisms between private and public sector elites. These mechanisms facilitate the removal

of protectionist policies by ensuring that ruling elites monopolize the profits of favoritism during

trade policy reform.

Important historical, geopolitical and macroeconomic differences caution this comparison. State-

business relations were more amicable under the Tunisian DSP rule than in Ba’athist Syria.

Tunisia’s private sector elites never experienced the nationalizations and expropriations of the

Ba’ath revolution. The legacies of these upheavals may explain Syrian private sector elites’ re-

luctance to trust or support the regime’s liberalizing initiatives. Tunisia is much more ethnically

homogeneous than Syria. Syria had more strained relations with the United States. It was closer

to the Soviet Union during the Cold War, and under US trade sanctions in the first decade of the

20th century. US objections may have blocked Syria’s accession to the WTO.97 Tense relations

with the US cannot explain, however, Syria’s unilateral commitment to tariff and non-tariff barriers

to trade. Lastly, Tunisia’s domestic market was much smaller than Syria’s. Protectionist polices

93R. A. Hinnebusch 1997; Haddad 2011.

94p.31 Perthes 2004; Corbin 2006.

95R. A. Hinnebusch 1997; Corbin 2008.

96W. Hudson 2006.

97Lynn 2010.
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are costlier for smaller economies that must import a higher share of their goods.98 Tunisia’s

greater import-dependency and proximity to Europe may have instilled a greater acceptance of

trade reform among Tunisia’s public and private sector elites. The next section accounts for these

confounders through a comparative analysis of trade policy reform in Morocco and Jordan.

Comparative Case Study II: Morocco and Jordan

Morocco and Jordan are common comparative cases.99 Monarchies rule both states. Unlike in

Tunisia and Syria, the Moroccan and Jordanian regimes predate independence. Their ruling coali-

tions have historically consisted of urban and rural elites, and excluded the urban proletariat.100

Jordan and Morocco are also US allies. Both regimes’ benefited from US support (developmental

and security) to liberalize their economies.101

King Mohammed VI of Morocco and King Abdullah II of Jordan ascended to power in 1999

with promises to reform their fathers’ statist economies. Scholars cast the region’s monarchies

as more open to globalization than populist authoritarian parties.102 Yet despite their countries’

historical and geopolitical similarities, King Abdullah II of Jordan has engaged in far less trade

policy reform over the last two decades than his Moroccan peer.

Morocco’s trade regime has liberalized dramatically. Average weighted tariff rates on manufac-

turing products fell twenty-two percentage points from 2000 to 2016. This was one of the steepest

tariff cuts among developing economies, and a six percentage point larger decline than in Jordan

during that period.103 Though Morocco’s simple average tariff rate for all products was almost

twice as high as Jordan’s in the early 2000s, it was two percentage points lower (4 vs. 6 percent)

by 2016.104 Morocco belongs to ten PTAs, making it one of the countries with the most trade

agreements in the world.105

98Katzenstein 1985.

99Clark 2018; Greenwood 2008.

100Peters and Moore 2009; Greenwood 2003; Marie Baylouny 2008; C. M. Henry and Springborg 2010; Buehler

2018.

101Al Khouri 2008.

102C. M. Henry and Springborg 2010, Chapter 6.

103World Bank 2018.

104World Bank 2018.

105World Trade Organization 2016a, p.8.
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Trade policy reform has been more limited in Jordan. Jordan continues to permit export

subsidies in the form of export tax exemptions on profits from exports, a measure prohibited by

Article 3 of the WTO’s Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties.106 Jordan is also the

Arab world’s most prolific user of temporary tariffs. Since joining the WTO in 2000, Jordan has

initiated 19 temporary tariff investigations and levied 8 temporary tariff measures, often overcoming

objections from donors (the European Communities107) and regional allies (Egypt,108 Turkey109).

Morocco conducted 8 temporary tariff investigations during that period, temporarily raising tariffs

in four cases.110

Jordan and Morocco’s monarchs rule different types of elite coalitions. As in Syria, an ethnic

division largely demarcates Jordan’s public and private sector elites. When the British govern-

ment awarded the Hashemite monarchy Jordanian territory in the 1920s, King Abdullah coopted

the country’s predominantly rural, “East Bank" inhabitants with civil service and military em-

ployment.111 He won over the urban mercantile elite, most of whom had recently settled from

Palestine and Syria, with protectionist policies like import-quotas112 and regulatory trade barri-

ers.113 The Jordanian regime’s targeting of public sector and private sector patronage along ethnic

lines institutionalized what Jordanian historian Tell (2013) calls Jordan’s National Pact.

The expulsion of Palestinians from Israel in 1948 doubled Jordan’s population, and brought a

new class of economic elites.114 Unlike in Tunisia where a scarcity of local capital forced Bourguiba

to push public sector elites into the private sector, the arrival of business elites from Palestine

helped reinforce Jordan’s ethnic division of labor. This division hardened after the Jordanian-based

Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) failed to topple the monarchy in the Black September

insurgency of 1970. While East Bankers fought on both sides of the conflict, Palestinian-Jordanians

106World Trade Organization 2015, p.51.

107World Trade Organization 2009; World Trade Organization 2010.

108World Trade Organization 2011.

109World Trade Organization 2002.

110Bown 2014.

111Marie Baylouny 2008.

112Amawi 1993.

113Greenwood 2003, p.251.

114Gandolfo 2012.
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were largely purged from the state, turning the public sector into an East Bank "ethnocracy".115

Nevertheless, the Hashemite regime still needed Palestinian business elites to industrialize. Import

Substitution Industrialization (ISI) policies in the 1970s and 1980s helped coopt a faction of the

Palestinian-Jordanian private sector elite.116

Unlike in Jordan, ethnic ties bind Morocco’s private and public sector elites. Morocco’s public

and private sector elites are Arabs. Amgazighs (Berbers) represent the majority of Morocco’s

poorest classes.117 Though frequently overlooked in contemporary scholarship,118 Amgazighs con-

stitute roughly forty percent of the Moroccan population.119 Amazighs are predominantly rural.

They have been historically excluded from power. Indeed, Amazighs in Northern Morocco unsuc-

cessfully revolted against the monarchy and its allied urban elites in 1959.120 Many were involved

in Morocco’s first Arab Spring protests.121

Three factors forged Morocco’s Bounded Coalition. First, only wealthy merchant families could

send their children to French schools during the pre-independence protectorate period. The better

educated children of business elites were readily absorbed into Morocco’s nascent bureaucracy after

independence.122 Many would start and develop their careers in the public sector and then enter

business.123 Second, Morocco has a long tradition of close ties between private sector elites and

the Mahzen or Royal Court. Many Moroccan business elites participated in their country’s King-

backed independence movement.124 Cammett (2007, p.89) argues that Morocco’s private sector

elites leveraged their role in the nationalist cause to influence economic policy after independence.

The regime awarded members of prominent business families leadership positions in administration

and state-owned enterprises (SOE).125 Had Morocco’s economically disenfranchised ethnic group

115p.211 Yom 2015; Lustick 1979, p.330.

116p.69 Moore 2004; Carroll 2003, p.33.

117Weidmann, Rød, and Cederman 2010.

118Crawford 2002, p.55.

119Lefèvre 2016, p.545.

120Maddy-Weitzman 2015, p.2502.

121Maddy-Weitzman 2015, p.2502.

122Greenwood 1999, p.196.

123Cammett 2007, p.86.

124p.89 Cammett 2007; Greenwood 1999, p.21.

125Cammett 2007, p.85.
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usurped their ruler, as in Syria, is it unlikely that Morocco’s business elites would enjoy the same

proximity to power.

Lastly, the Moroccan monarchy is more involved in business than its Jordanian peer. The

royal family is heavily invested in Morocco’s largest banks and holding companies.126 These

royally-backed ventures invest in many sectors: auto importing, publishing houses, dairy and agro-

industries.127 Scholars decry a “royal private sector128” where King Mohammad VI has become

the country’s “premier entrepreneur.129" The Jordanian monarchy’s private sector endeavors are

more limited. Though working closely with the palace, Jordan’s capitalist class enjoys relative

autonomy.130 Palestinian-Jordanians run the country’s major banks and industries.131

Ethnic ties between private and public sector elites in Morocco - strengthened by the Royal

Court’s penetration into the private sector - facilitated the dismantling of protectionist policies.

Royal backing through business partnerships armed Morocco’s private sector elites with public

sector support and funding to confront international competition and capitalize on economic inte-

gration.132 This has made trade reform profitable. Morocco’s public sector elites, many of whom

led State Owned Enterprises and regulatory agencies, championed economic reform.133 What influ-

ence and patronage they might have lost through de-regulation they have maintained by partnering

with private sector elites.134

Ethnic boundaries between public and private sector elites in Jordan hamper the exchange

of favoritist arrangements for liberalizing policies. Unlike in Morocco, the staunchest resistance

to liberalizing reforms in Jordan has come from public sector elites.135 These interventionist

objections are often rooted in ethnic antagonisms. Over half of East Bankers in a 1995 elite

survey viewed Palestinian-Jordanians’ concentration in the private sector as a major impediment

126Murphy 2001, p.21.

127White 2001, p.127 - 128.

128Saadi et al. 2016.

129White 2001, p.128.

130Boone and C. Henry 2004, p. 379.

131Reiter 2004.

132p.379 Boone and C. Henry 2004; White 2001, p.128.

133Mohamed 2018.

134Boone and C. Henry 2004, p.379.

135C. M. Henry and Springborg 2010; Anani 2001; Hale 2004; Joffé 2002; Al Issa 2007.
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to national unity.136 Like their peers in Syria, many Jordanian public sector elites view economic

reform in zero-sum terms. They fear that liberalizing reforms would disproportionately benefit

elites from Jordan’s capital dominant ethnic group.137

Jordanian business elites have profited from close ties to the palace. Favoritism is rife in

Jordan.138 Elite business families that benefited from the regime’s protectionist policies in the

1980s are today profiting from government contracts, and preferential access to the country’s

Special Economic Zones (SEZ) and Qualified Industrial Zones (QIZ).139

Unlike in Morocco, however, Jordan’s favoritist benefits often cross ethnic lines. This raises

the costs of these illicit transactions. Family, tribal and ancestral connections are vital to citizens’

engagement with the state.140 This extends to state-business relations.141 Lacking ethnic ties to

public sector elites, Jordanian private sector elites of Palestinian descent often partner with East

Bank "fixers"142 to facilitate state-business relations. The emergence of a new class of East Bank

private sector elites whose parents served in the higher echelons of state and security services143

risks further disadvantaging Palestinian-Jordanian business elites. Jordanian protectionist elites,

the majority of whom are of Palestinian origins, may be less willing to accept or trust that fa-

voritist benefits will replace protectionist policies under trade reform than their peers in Morocco

and Tunisia. This combined resistance from East Bank interventionist elites in the public sector

and Palestinian-Jordanian protectionist elites in the private sector renders trade policy reform

politically harder in Jordan than Morocco.

Table 2 summarizes this four country paired comparison. To be clear, coalition type is not the

sole driver of trade policy reform. The cases’ monarchies (Jordan, Morocco) have undertaken more

reform in each measure of trade policy than the authoritarian party states (Syria, Tunisia). US-

allied states (Jordan, Morocco, Tunisia) have also engaged in more trade policy reform than Syria.

These commonly cited determinants of trade policy in the region,144 however, cannot account for

136Reiter 2004, p.75.

137Anani 2001; Brand 1995; El-Said and J. Harrigan 2009; Greenwood 2003.

138Loewe, Blume, and Speer 2008; Joffé 2002; Lust-Okar 2009.

139Peters and Moore 2009, p.278.

140Joffé 2002; El-Said and J. Harrigan 2009.

141Loewe, Blume, and Speer 2008.

142Abu-Odeh and Delvoie 2000; El-Said and J. Harrigan 2009, p.1241.

143Joffé 2002, p.272.
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substantial differences in levels of trade policy reform among Arab states with similar regime types

and allies.

Table 2: Coalitions and Trade Policy Reform: Four Country Paired Comparisons

Tunisia vs. Syria Morocco vs. Jordan

Coalition Type: Bounded Segmented Bounded Segmented

Time Period: 2000 - 2010 2000 - 2010 2000 - 2016 2000 - 2016

Measures of

Trade Policy

Reform

Manufacturing Tariffs

(Percentage Point

Decrease)

10 9 22 16

Number of PTAs 7 3 10 8

WTO Member Yes No Yes Yes

Trade Policy Extensive Limited Extensive Limited

Reform

Geography limits this four country comparison. Morocco and Tunisia’s geographic and linguistic

proximity to Western Europe, and their large migrant communities in Europe, may make the

economic gains of trade policy reform more immediate than in Jordan and Syria. The next section

addresses these alternative explanations with a within-case analysis in Lebanon.

Within-Case Analysis: Lebanon

Lebanon’s contemporary trade policy is an enigma. A historical trading hub and bridge between

Europe and the Arabian peninsula, Lebanon was a founding member of the General Agreement

on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). When Rafic Hariri became Lebanon’s first Prime Minister after

Lebanon’s twenty-year civil war in 1992, he vowed to continue Lebanon’s “laissez faire" legacy.145

145Denoeux and Springborg 1998.
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Yet twenty years after first applying to join the WTO,146 Lebanon remains outside of the world’s

largest inter-governmental trading organization. It also belongs to few trade agreements. Lebanon

has signed three PTAs, less than half the number of trade agreements involving Jordan.147 By

the end of Hariri’s first term in office, Lebanon had higher effective tariff rates than Jordan and

Syria,148 and some of the highest barriers to trade in the region.149

Lebanon’s post-civil war trade policy stasis stands in sharp contrast to the country’s drastic

trade policy reform following independence. Lebanon inherited a heavily regulated and protected

economy from the French in 1943.150 Like Lebanon’s post-civil war leaders, its founding presidents

Bechara Al Khoury and Camille Chamoun promised to liberalize Lebanon’s economy.151 Unlike

Lebanon’s post-civil war leaders, however, they succeeded. They overcame protectionist interests

from local industrialists, French investors and the Syrian government152 to establish a “virtually free

arrangement of international trade.153” They dismantled import licenses and tariffs. Al Khoury

also severed Lebanon’s Customs Unions with Syria, further lowering tariffs.154 Historian Gates

(1998, p.106) writes that “Lebanon’s post-independence free trade strategy eliminated effective

protection for Lebanese industry," resulting in “an enormous increase in foreign competition [that]

almost destroyed Lebanon’s market for locally-manufactured goods.155" At a time when ISI policies

were in vogue across the region and the developing world, Lebanon’s founding leaders imposed a

“laissez faire" model of development.156 Why did Lebanon’s pre-civil war leaders succeed and

post-civil war leaders fail at trade policy reform?

146S. E. Baroudi 2005.

147World Trade Organization 2018a.
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Pre-civil war: Bounded Coalitions and Trade Policy Reform

While Lebanon is home to many ethnic groups157, its political and economic elites were predom-

inantly Maronite Christians prior to the 1973 civil war. The origins of Christians’ economic and

political dominance stems from colonialism. Christians shared religious ties with foreign mer-

chants and colonizers. This enabled preferential economic and educational opportunities under the

Ottoman’s Capitulations and then the French Mandate.158

This translated to economic and political power following independence. Three decades after

independence, Maronite Christians owned an estimated seventy five percent of commercial compa-

nies, and more than two-thirds of Lebanon’s banks and industrial companies.159 Eight of Lebanon’s

thirteen largest industrial families were Christian.160 Deprived of Christian Maronites’ educational

opportunities,161 Lebanese Muslims were more likely to work in unskilled labor in agriculture and

industry. Many lacked the funding to start businesses.162 The prevalence of Maronite Christians

among the business elites, and Muslims (particularly Shi’ite) among the working class and rural

poor, coated class tensions with ethnic ones, much like in pre-Ba’athist Syria.163

Maronite Christians also dominated the nascent Lebanese state. Privileged with better access to

education, Lebanese Christians were disproportionately represented in state bureaucracy.164 At the

elite level, Lebanon’s founding National Pact divided power between Christians and Sunnis. This

unwritten power-sharing arrangement mandated that the new Lebanese Republic have a Christian

President and Commander of the Lebanese Army, a Sunni Prime Minister, and a parliament with

six Christians for every five Muslims. The Maronite President had the most power under this

arrangement. The President could veto legislation, hire or fire the Sunni Prime Minister and

157According to a 1932 Census, Christians represented half, Sunnis a third and Shi’ites a fifth of Lebanon’s

population (Johnson 1986, p.24).

158Johnson 1986, p.13.

159Daher 2016, p.16.

160p. 128 Dib 2004; S. E. Baroudi 2000, p.95.

161One study estimated that almost 70 percent of Lebanese Shi’ites were illiterate in 1943, more than twice the

illiteracy rate of Lebanese Catholics (Daher 2016, p. 12)

162Johnson 1986, p. 32.

163Daher 2016; Johnson 1986; Gates 1998.

164p.32 Johnson 1986; Daher 2016, p.10.
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dismiss Parliament.165 The National Pact excluded Lebanon’s Shi’te communities.166 Though

representing approximately a fifth of the population,167 Shi’ites held less than four percent of

the highest civil service posts in the 1950s.168 Thus while Jordan’s National Pact ethnically

segregated public and private sector elites, Lebanon’s founding political settlement abetted the

country’s economically dominant ethnic group’s control over the political arena.169

As common in Bounded Coalitions, family ties and revolving doors blurred public and private

sector in pre-civil war Lebanon. Presidents Al Khoury and Chamoun had close familial and busi-

ness ties to Lebanon’s merchant elites.170 President Al Khoury was a brother-in law to members of

two of Lebanon’s largest banking families.171 By the 1960s at least a quarter of Lebanese politicians

began their careers in the private sector.172 One of Lebanon’s founding fathers and constitutional

architects, Michel Chiha, was a banker.173 The Lebanese private sector elites’ legacy and incor-

poration into the modern Lebanese state stands in sharp contrast to their peers in Syria, who

were initially expelled by the Ba’ath revolution, or in Jordan, where many East Bank nationalists

questioned the patriotism of the country’s business elites because of their Palestinian ancestry.

The coethnic ties between Lebanon’s public and private sector elites pushed the nascent Lebanese

state to craft trade and economic policies to their coethnics’ economic interests. The most influ-

ential Maronite business elites were involved in banking and services. These sectors benefit from

lower trade barriers. Close ties to banking and importing businesses motivated public sector elites

to lower tariffs and over-value exchange rates, to the detriment of industry.174 Though Maronite

Christian industrialists suffered from these liberalizing policies, many invested into service indus-

tries to minimize their losses.175 Furthermore, as in contemporary Tunisia and Morocco, business

165Johnson 1986, p.120.

166Daher 2016, p.10.

167Johnson 1986, p.24.

168Daher 2016, p.13.

169Leenders 2012, p.185.

170S. Baroudi 2001, p.77.

171Johnson 1986, p.121.
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173Johnson 1986, p.121.
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elites connected to Lebanon’s first presidents and their entourage amassed fortunes from govern-

ment contracts.176

Maronite Christians’ monopolization of market and state power fused economic and ethnic

politics. Gates (1998, p.151) writes that “the majority opinion perceived that the Lebanese state

existed for the benefit of a small elite, identified as Christian merchants and bankers in Beirut,

and that socio-economic upward mobility was restricted to those from certain classes, sects, and

regions.” In his historical analysis of Lebanon’s Sunni Muslim communities, Johnson notes that

many Christians saw “competitive capitalism as somehow a Christian preserve. In response, many

Muslims saw the Maronites and other Christians as their exploiters.177” Indeed, Christian affiliated

parties in pre-civil war Lebanon largely favored free-trade policies. Parties and movements asso-

ciated with Sunni and Shi’ite supporters had more interventionist and redistributive platforms.178

This confluence of economic and ethnic grievances may have contributed to eruption of the 1973

civil war.179

Post-civil war: Less Bounded Coalitions and Trade Policy Stasis

The peace settlement that ended the Lebanese civil war, and the influx of capital from Lebanon’s

diaspora communities that followed, ethnically diversified Lebanon’s public and private sector

elites. In the public sector, the 1992 Taif Peace Accords weakened Maronite Christians’ hold over

policymaking. These accords increased Sunni and Shi’ites’ representation in the National Assem-

bly vis-à-vis Christians to a 6:6 parity.180 Under the leadership of the Sh’ite-reserved Speaker

of Parliament, the National Assembly votes on budgetary policies, cabinet appointments and can

withdraw its support for ministers or entire cabinets.181 The Taif Accords also diluted Maronite

Christians’ control over the executive. They weakened the Maronite-reserved President’s political

influence while strengthening the Sunni-reserved Prime Minister position.182 Ministerial seats in

cabinet are now distributed evenly between Christians and Muslims.183 Lastly, the Taif Accords

176Dib 2004, p. 83.
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empowered cabinet by requiring the Prime Minister’s policies to have at least two-thirds of attend-

ing cabinet members’ support.184 Lebanon’s political arena today is more equally split between

Christian, Sunni and Shi’ite political elites than before the civil war.

Economically, Christian business elites no longer dominate the private sector. Lebanon’s two

richest families, representing an estimated 15 percent of the country’s wealth, are Sunni.185 Sunni

and Shi’ite business elites have greater representation in business associations than before the

conflict.186 Historically marginalized Shi’ite majority regions have also experienced substantial

socio-economic growth.187 Scholars link the economic ascendancy of Lebanon’s Shi’ite and Sunni

communities to the post-war influx of capital and profits from these sects’ diasporas in Africa,

Latin America and the Gulf.188 Rafic Hariri, Lebanon’s first liberalizing Sunni Prime Minister

after the Taif Accords, amassed a multi-million dollar construction empire in Saudi Arabia before

entering Lebanese politics.189

Rafic Hariri became prime minister in 1992. With the exception of a two year interlude, he

governed Lebanon until his assassination in 2004. Like his pre-war predecessors, and his contem-

poraries in Morocco and Tunisia, Hariri had close ties to private sector elites. The construction

magnate’s business ventures continued in office. Denoeux and Springborg (1998) note that the

“single largest owner of Lebanese bank stocks is the prime minister. Rafic Hariri, the investor, con-

sequently has been a primary beneficiary of the economic program engineered by Rafic Hariri, the

prime minister." Lebanon’s liberalizing prime minister was accused of resorting to side-payments,

often in the form of state contracts,190 to cajole associates, clients and political rivals into sup-

porting economic reform.191

Unlike his contemporaries, however, Hariri had to share executive power with non-coethnic

public sector elites. Many of these elites have resisted economic reform.192 For example, Maronite

President Emile Lahoud staunchly and successfully opposed Hariri’s efforts to end import quo-

184Leenders 2012, p.129.

185Daher 2016, p.73.

186S. E. Baroudi 2000.

187Daher 2016, p.77.

188Daher 2016, p.83.
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tas or privatize Lebanon’s telecommunication industry.193 Ministerial objections to Hariri’s EU

trade agreement were so intense that the Prime Minister excluded cabinet members from trade

negotiations. He hurriedly passed the agreement with minimal cabinet oversight.194

Few believe Lahoud and other public sector elites’ objections to Hariri’s liberalizing reforms

stem from differences in trade policy preferences.195 Instead, ethnic politics transformed economic

reform into zero-sum terms: “Hariri, and by implication the Sunni community, was perceived as

gaining an unreasonably generous slice of the pie" of rents and profits that accompanied economic

reform.196"

Lebanon’s post-civil war elite coalition differs from other Segmented Coalitions in this analysis.

There is no ethnic segregation between its public and private sector elites as in Jordan and Syria.

Lebanon’s public and private sector elites represent many ethnic groups. Nevertheless, both public

and private sector elites promote ethnic politics to extract and redistribute rents in exchange for

political support.197 Weakened by inter-ethnic rivalries, Lebanon’s ethnic power sharing model of

democratic governance arms public sector elites with institutionalized means to obstruct any policy

that might disproportionately benefit non-coethnics. This limits liberalizing leaders’ capacity to

implement major trade policy reform.198 Meanwhile, the clientelism that supports Lebanon’s

multi-ethnic elite coalition engenders corrupt, intrusive and favoritist state-business relations that

impede local and international competition.199

Conclusion

Drawing upon a comparative historical analysis of trade policy reform in five Arab states, I demon-

strate that ethnic relations between public and private sector elites can explain variation in trade

policy reform in the region. Ethnic ties between public and private sector elites help liberalizing

rulers co-opt elite opponents to trade reform by credibly promising favoritist benefits for liberaliz-

ing policies. When public and private sector elites belong to different ethnic groups, however, they

193Leenders 2012, p.125, 156.

194Leenders 2012, p.144.

195Leenders 2012, p.135.

196Leenders 2012, p.206.

197Majed 2017.

198Leenders 2012; Denoeux and Springborg 1998.

199Leenders 2004, p.175.
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lack coethnic trust and sanctioning mechanisms that cross the private and public sector to ensure

that favoritist benefits will replace protectionist policies. This obstructs trade policy reform.

This argument contributes to two literatures. To scholars of Ethnic Politics (EP), it suggests

that ethnic ties may influence the types of patronage patrons can credibly promise their clients.

Illicit forms of patronage may be more prevalent among coethnics because they can rely on coethnic

norms and sanctioning mechanisms to sustain these informal, extra-institutional arrangements.

This insight complements Kramon and Posner (2013)’s warning that exclusively focusing on ethnic

favoritism in one domain (favoritist benefits) may miss an absence of favoritism or even coethnic

discrimination in another (trade policy).

To scholars of International Political Economy (IPE), this argument proposes that ethnic pol-

itics can influence liberalizing rulers’ capacity to forge free-trade coalitions. It also presents evi-

dence from the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), one of the least studied regions in IPE.200

Bringing this region - one of the most protected in the world - into IPE scholarship advances our

understanding of the endurance of protectionist policies.

This argument invites future avenues of research. Cross-nationally, Segmented Coalitions exist

outside of the Arab world. Indonesia, Fiji, Kazakhstan, South Africa, Zimbabwe all have public

and private sector elites from different politically relevant ethnic groups. I predict that Segmented

Coalitions should be associated with less trade policy reform across all low and middle-income

countries. Sub-nationally, one could leverage changes in the ethnic make-up public and private

sector elites overtime to test this argument across industries.201 I predict that protected industries

dominated by private sector elites with ethnic ties to trade policymakers should experience more

trade policy reform. Private sector elites with ethnic ties to policymakers should also dispropor-

tionately benefit from favoritsit benefits. Elite surveys and interviews could further substantiate

whether public and private sector elites view favoritist benefits as a substitute for liberalizing poli-

cies, and whether ethnic ties between public and private sector elites abets elites’ willingness to

accept of this trade-off.

Lastly, this argument carries two policy implications. It helps clarify variation in trade pol-

icy reform among low and middle-income Arab states. This should help policymakers recognize

why trade policy reform has been more difficult in some Arab states (Jordan, Syria) than others

(Morocco, Tunisia). Second, by highlighting the substitution of favoritist benefits for protectionist

policies, it suggests that the economic effectiveness of trade policy reform depend on good gover-

nance. Though less visible and quantifiable than tariff rates or subsidies, favoritist benefits are a

200Snider 2017.

201(See Monroe (2019))
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form of protectionism. They shelter connected firms from greater international competition. They

reward political allegiance over productivity. Governance reform must accompany trade policy

reform if the fruits of free trade are to extend beyond the halls of power.
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Appendix

Table 3: Trade Policy Reform Among Low and Middle-Income Countries in 2010 (World Bank)

MENA All

Countries 13 138

Average Tariff (Weighted, All Products) 10.7 6.4

WTO Membership (Percent, 2019) 54 83

Domestic Market

(Average Total Population, Millions)
25.6 41.8

Net ODA

(Percent of Gross Net Income)
0.9 0.6

All data from the World Bank (2018) and the World Trade

Organization.

Table 4: Favoritist Benefits vs. Protectionist Policies

Favoritist Benefits Protectionist Policies

Instruments Forbearance, Tariffs, technical barriers

insider information, to trade, tax exemptions,

uncompetitive, subsidies

procurement

Characteristics Informal, preferential, Formal, non-preferential,

opaque visible
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